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Context: the Higher Ed landscape
• Pre-college: CS for All
– CS Principles AP/CS0 - Python
– CS AP/CS1 - Java
• Community colleges (2y)
• 4y colleges and universities
– Wide spectrum btw. teaching and research
– What can they offer?
– Which are the best match?
Loyola: private not-for-profit, 16,000 students
• Doctoral Universities: Higher Research Activity (“R2”)
• BS and MS in CS, SE, IT, BIOI; BS in Cybersecurity
• Producing about 60 BS and 80 MS per year
Trinity: private non-profit, 2,500 students
• Master's Colleges & Universities: Small Programs
• BS in CS
• Producing 15-30 BS per year
Us: senior faculty with 16-25 years post-PhD experience
Us in the Higher Ed landscape 3
Us in the Higher Ed landscape 2
Does this scale (out)?
















for (i <- 1 to 100) {
  if (i % 3 == 0) print("fizz")
  if (i % 5 == 0) print("buzz")






















override def start() = { // in ticking clock
  timer = new Timer
  timer.schedule(new TimerTask {
    override def run() = listener.onTick() // fire event
  }, /*initial delay*/ DELAY, /*periodic delay*/ DELAY)
}
private object RUNNING extends StopwatchState { // in state machine
  override def onStartStop() = { actionStop() ; goToState(STOPPED) }
  override def onTick()      = { actionInc() ; goToState(RUNNING) }
  override def updateView()  = updateUIRuntime()
}
val model: StopwatchModel = new ConcreteStopwatchModelFacade {


















trait TreeBuilder { … } // SUT-abstraction/contract
trait IO { … } // provider
trait Main extends App with IO with TreeBuilder { … } // hybrid
trait FoldTreeBuilder extends TreeBuilder { … } // SUT-provider
object FMain extends Main with FoldTreeBuilder // DI - no body!
abstract class Spec 
  extends WordSpec with TreeBuilder { … } // hybrid
class FSpec extends Spec with FoldTreeBuilder // DI - no body!

// data = structure + content
sealed trait ExprF[A]
case class Constant[A](value: Int) extends ExprF[A]
case class Plus[A](left: A, right: A) extends ExprF[A]
…
object exprFFunctor extends Functor[ExprF] { // scalaz
  def map[A, B](fa: ExprF[A])(f: A => B): ExprF[B] = fa match {
    case Constant(v) => Constant[B](v)
    case Plus(l, r)  => Plus(f(l), f(r))
    …
type Expr = Fix[ExprF] // Matryoshka
// behavior = traversal + processing
val evaluate: Algebra[ExprF, Int] = { // processing
  case Constant(c) => c
  case Plus(l, r)  => l + r
  …
assert { (fixtures.complex1 cata evaluate) == -1 }












object Application extends Controller {
  def guess(value: Long) = Action { implicit request => …
    val model = previousModel.guess(value.toInt)
    if (model.comparison == 0)
      Ok(views.html.right(guessForm, model))
    else
  … 
class ClickcounterServiceActor 
  extends Actor with RedisRepositoryProvider {
  …
  path("increment") {
    post {
      updateIt(_.value + 1, "counter at max, cannot increment")
  … 
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